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Raheem Sterling’s second-half strike earns Liverpool victory at Burnley 
Liverpool’s plan to climb out of mid-table mediocrity and into the top four is up 
and running thanks to a decisive finish by Raheem Sterling that enlivened a 
forgettable game. With just seven wins from 18 matches there is still work to do 
in the second part of the season but at least they made a start here, playing a 
patient game that gradually wore down Burnley’s resistance. 
In the first half especially Liverpool were a long way from irresistible but they kept 
possession better the longer the game went on and in Sterling they possessed the 
sort of matchwinner Burnley would dearly love to have, someone capable of 
seizing on the most fleeting of opportunities and taking full advantage. Sterling is 
still learning as a centre-forward, it is not his normal position, and he finished his 
one opportunity with much more aplomb than he showed in similar situations 
when one on one with David de Gea in the recent defeat at Old Trafford. 
“Playing in that position Raheem will get those chances because of his pace,” 
Brendan Rodgers said. “He’s been working on his finishing and he is learning fast. 
He showed great composure with his finish, and that’s what I told the players we 
needed as half-time. As a team we were more composed in the second half.” 
This is not the easiest of grounds to visit for teams low on confidence and Rodgers 
will have been pleased to earn three points, particularly as the Liverpool 
goalkeeping saga took another unexpected twist after 16 minutes when Brad 
Jones’s “indefinite” stay between the posts came to an end. The Australian pulled 
a thigh muscle taking a kick, was unable to get anywhere near a Danny Ings shot 
that struck the foot of a post in Burnley’s first real attack, and seconds later Simon 
Mignolet was sent on in his place. The Belgian’s concentration does not appear to 
have been improved by the events of the past two weeks. He sliced his first 
clearance towards the touchline and took so long over his second that Ings almost 
charged it down. Unsurprisingly, he had the home crowd on his back after that, 
every time the ball came his way. Mignolet and his defenders reached the interval 
without further incident, though by the end of the first half Burnley were doing 
almost all the attacking, with an Ashley Barnes header and a George Boyd shot 
the closest they came to opening the scoring. While Liverpool had begun brightly 
enough, with Sterling finding plenty of space and Philippe Coutinho picking him 
up with pinpoint deliveries, by midway through the first half too many passes 
were going astray, Lazar Markovic was unable to bring his pace to bear on the left, 
and Sterling and Coutinho became isolated. Adam Lallana did bring a save from 
Tom Heaton but it was just about all the Burnley goalkeeper had to deal with in 
the first half. 
Liverpool improved when Emre Can came on for the second half, though the 
action remained stodgy until the deadlock was broken just past the hour. 
Neither side was creating much and Burnley were perhaps just starting to think a 
point might not be the worst of outcomes when Coutinho and Sterling combined 
in an instant to create a goal out of nothing. All it took was a lofted prod forward 
by the former for the latter to run on to, and Sterling’s pace did the rest. Just 
about managing to stay onside, he turned into space and took the ball round an 
over-committed Heaton to score into an empty net in front of the Liverpool 
supporters in the Fishwick Stand. 
There was still time for a little more goalkeeping drama, Mignolet letting a 
backpass roll out for an unnecessary corner when he had all the time in the world 
to clear it, but Burnley were unable to take advantage. Although Sam Vokes made 
a welcome return for his first appearance of the season Ings found little space in 
which to work and Burnley were unable to put a clearly vulnerable Mignolet 
under any sustained pressure. For a team in their position that has got to be a 
worry. 
“We dominated for good spells of the game, against Liverpool, but the challenge 
is to win,” Sean Dyche said. “We accept that, we’ve just got to make better 
chances for ourselves. With our mentality I feel we can keep growing.” 
Man of the match Adam Lallana (Liverpool) 
Burnley 4-4-2 Heaton; Trippier, Keane, Shackell, Mee (Jutkiewicz, 90); Boyd, 
Marney, Jones (Wallace, 83), Arfield; Ings, Barnes (Vokes, 80). 
Subs not used Kightly, Reid, JGilks, Long. 
Liverpool 3-4-3 Jones (Mignolet, 16); Touré (Can, h-t), Skrtel, Sakho; Henderson, 
Gerrard, Lucas, Markovic; Coutinho (Lambert, 73); Sterling, Lallana. 
Subs not used Moreno, Manquillo, Ojo, Ballotelli. 
Booked Lucas. 
Referee A Taylor. 
 

http://www.theguardian.com/football/2014/dec/14/manchester-united-liverpool-premier-league-match-report
http://www.theguardian.com/football/liverpool
http://www.theguardian.com/football/burnley
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Raheem Sterling scores second-half winner as Brendan Rodgers' Reds 
climb Premier League table 
Maybe come the season’s end, Brendan Rodgers will look back to Boxing Day and 
realise that was when Liverpool’s fortunes finally turned. This was a day that had 
all the elements to give Rodgers nightmares: freezing cold conditions, incessant, 
squally rain, a home side high on energy and endeavour and Liverpool bedecked 
in that dreadful yellow kit, the one they always seem to lose in. They might have 
lost wearing it again at Turf Moor. For sizeable parts of this collision with Burnley, 
Liverpool were second best and had they gone in at half-time two goals down, 
Rodgers could have had no complaints. He has, after all, seen his team capsize in 
similar conditions. Here, though, they weathered the storm and thanks to the 
dancing feet of Raheem Sterling, they headed back down the M6 with three 
points and, crucially, their momentum building; defeat in East Lancashire may 
have killed their Champions League ambitions but, for now, they can keep 
believing. 
Improvement, undoubtedly, is required for them to reach the top four next May 
but sometimes a team needs an afternoon like this to send them in the right 
direction. After drawing with Arsenal, Liverpool had to follow up by beating 
Burnley. Somehow they did. Bold words are all well and good but they need to 
have substance to be taken seriously, so having insisted Liverpool were 
“absolutely” capable of reaching the top four following their 2-2 draw with 
Arsenal, Rodgers required a similarly robust performance. 
For much of the first 45 minutes, he would have been tempted to watch the 
action unfold with hands clasped over his face. Liverpool were wretched, only 
posing a sporadic threat on the break, as Burnley scuffled and scurried and 
knocked them out of their stride. Nobody was busier than the impressive Danny 
Ings and he almost opened the scoring in the 14th minute when Liverpool’s 
defence froze and, with Brad Jones rooted to his spot, he thrashed a right-footed 
drive that thudded against the post before rebounding to safety.  
That proved to be Jones’ last involvement as he was substituted immediately – 
Rodgers would later reveal he damaged his thigh – replaced by Simon Mignolet. 
What became immediately apparent, was the break from the team had not done 
anything for Mignolet’s confidence as in the first five minutes he was on the pitch, 
he flapped at two crosses and had one clearance charged down by Ings. Burnley’s 
supporters preyed on his vulnerability, taunting him as he prepared to take goal 
kicks, and it was hard not to feel some sympathy for the Belgian; he resembled a 
golfer with a severe case of the ‘yips’, every kick resembling a skewwhiff drive 
being sliced out of bounds. Sensing a chance to take advantage, Burnley upped 
the tempo. Their work was relentless and intense, it unsettled Liverpool and 
enabled them to start creating chances. With better fortune and sharper finishing, 
they would have sewn matters up before the interval. 
Ings went close with a header after one quick break; Mignolet was grateful to 
Lucas Leiva when the Brazilian diverted a shot from Scott Arlfield around the post; 
George Boyd thrashed another right-footed drive just over the bar. Play like this 
from January to May and they will stay up. Other a one tame shot from Adam 
Lallana, which Tom Heaton comfortably dealt with, Liverpool offered nothing and 
it was with good reason there was a collective sigh of relief when half-time was 
called. Against different opposition, they would not have been so 
fortunate.  Rodgers marched back to the sanctuary of Liverpool’s dressing room 
with much to consider and he sent his players out for the second period early, 
having made another adjustment with Emre Can replacing Kolo Toure, who had 
suffered most at the hands of Ings. That meant Liverpool had only two natural 
defenders but the brave call soon began to pay dividends; Can, usually a 
midfielder, gave Liverpool more assurance and he used possession more 
competently than Toure. The more they kept the ball, the more they frustrated 
Burnley. Soon the change in momentum became obvious. Burnley’s supporters, 
having been so loud, began to lose voice and in the 63rd minute, they saw their 
team drop their guard and, in the blink of an eye, they had been undone by a 
classic sucker-punch. There did not seem to be any danger when Lucas jumped for 
a ball inside his own half but the Brazilian’s header found Philippe Coutinho, who 
in turn ushered Sterling forward with a perfectly weighted lofted pass. Sterling did 
not need a second invitation to streak away and as Heaton sped out to try and 
divert the danger, the England winger jinked around his challenge before rolling 
the ball into the net in front of the David Fishwick Stand, which housed Liverpool’s 
supporters. Such was Rodgers’ relief, he repeatedly pointed at Sterling, seemingly 
praising and thanking him in equal measure. Coming so soon after Martin Skrtel’s 
point-saving header on Sunday, this was another big goal for Liverpool and, 
perhaps, further evidence that they can get to where they want to be 
‘We had to show a different side to us, different types of qualities to what we 
showed against Arsenal and Bournemouth,’ said Rodgers. ‘the home crowd 
gotbehind the team, a team that is always in the game. Burnley don’t concede too 
many, so my players deserved huge credit.’ For the plaudits to continue, the 
results must keep coming and Swansea are up next on Monday. There is no 
margin for error but keep winning like this and Rodgers will not be complaining. 
Burnley: Heaton, Trippier, Keane, Shackell, Mee (Jutkiewicz 90), Boyd, Marney, 
Jones (Wallace 83), Arfield, Ings, Barnes (Vokes 80).  Subs not used: Kightly, Reid, 
Gilks, Long. 
 Liverpool: Brad Jones (Mignolet 16), Toure (Can 46), Skrtel, Sakho, Henderson, 
Gerrard, Lucas, Markovic, Coutinho (Lambert 73), Sterling, Lallana. Subs not  

used: Moreno, Manquillo, Balotelli, Ojo. Goals: Sterling 62. Booked: Lucas. 
Referee: Anthony Taylor (Cheshire). 

 
Raheem Sterling seals scruffy win with moment of class 
If Raheem Sterling has been revisiting his one-on-one with David Gea in his 
nightmares for the past month, there was little evidence at Burnley. 
The Liverpool striker faced an identical situation, racing clear with just keeper 
Tom Heaton to beat. Where at Old Trafford Sterling was hesitant and feeble, here 
he was classy and ruthless to give Liverpool a win which, for 45 minutes, had 
looked unlikely. 
True, this was a chance the 20-year-old should be taking, but it says plenty about 
his mental strength he has not lingered on those high-profile misses, scoring three 
in three fixtures since. 
This was his only chance on an afternoon where he might have been tempted to 
call a search party for supporting midfielders at half-time. Not for the first time he 
was also used in two different roles, returning to the wing for the latter stages. 
"It showed what a great learner he is," Brendan Rodgers, the Liverpool manager, 
said. "He is now in a position where he will receive a lot of opportunities in that 
kind of situation because of his pace. Since that [Manchester United] game he has 
gone away with the coaches and worked on that type of finish, both left side and 
right side, and he showed great composure to beat the keeper and finish it really 
well. His development and ability to want to be better has got us the three 
points." 
It was an afternoon for Rodgers to celebrate Liverpool’s two-facedness, his side 
displaying all the contradictions of the past 12 months in a scruffy but essential 
victory. 
For 45 minutes Burnley were the sole attacking force, their manager Sean Dyche 
applauding "the best performance since I came to the club". Liverpool’s radical 
second-half improvement was the catalyst for what Dyche called "pocket-
pinching" as Philippe Coutinho and Sterling continued their flourishing 
relationship to carve the only goal on 62 minutes. Those two have been elevated 
to top of the bill, having been the support act for Luis Suárez and Daniel Sturridge 
a year ago, but it is in finding their most effective central locations – in tandem 
with Adam Lallana – that Liverpool have rediscovered their creativity. 
It could be argued Rodgers overplayed the relevance of his side’s defensive grit as 
it was hugely assisted by Burnley’s lack of attacking menace. The glass-half-full 
brigade can celebrate heartily as Liverpool offered further evidence of a revival, 
but plenty more will feel less inebriated by what they had witnessed in the early 
stages. 
Rodgers has suggested Liverpool have turned the corner on several occasions, but 
too often it has seemed they have done so only to hit a cul-de-sac. Little wonder 
he took delight in a more tenacious success. 
"We showed the character and resilience we needed and deserved the win," he 
said. "We had to show a different side to us, different types of qualities to what 
we showed against Arsenal and Bournemouth." 
Dyche, in contrast, could only curse his luck. The woodwork denied Danny Ings in 
the 10th minute and that would sum up Burnley’s efforts. The first-half pressure 
on Liverpool’s defence was incessant. In some respects Liverpool were helped 
when goalkeeper Brad Jones – useful with his feet but not so impressive with his 
hands – pulled a thigh muscle and was replaced on 15 minutes. 
The flip side was that this ended Simon Mignolet’s ‘indefinite’ period on the 
substitutes’ bench, although if the Belgian considered it hell to be left out, he 
gave the impression he was in purgatory on the pitch. 
From the minute he was summoned, the Burnley fans sensed his anxiety in 
possession, every back-pass inducing terror in the keeper. He was lucky not to 
suffer a calamity within five minutes of his arrival when Ings blocked an 
attempted clearance, the ball rebounding to safety. He was not troubled enough 
in the closing stages, although Dyche said he was more encouraged than 
depressed by a defeat that leaves Burnley second from bottom. He also 
welcomed back after eight months Sam Vogts, whose fitness and goals will 
probably determine their fate. 
"We had our pocket pinched," Dyche said. "It is a marvel the strides we have 
made. A year ago there were thoughts of relegation and now we have dominated 
Liverpool for long spells." 
In truth, the game changed after half-time when Rodgers replaced Kolo Touré 
with Emre Can and Liverpool finally started passing from the back. Lallana – 
starting to look a top-class acquisition – was especially influential, but it is Sterling 
who has shone throughout this erratic campaign, keeping Liverpool confident of a 
top-four assault in the new year. 
 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/football/teams/burnley/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/football/teams/liverpool/
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Raheem Sterling hands Reds first Premier League win in four 
Turf Moor will forever be a symbol of Liverpool's capacity to fight back from 
positions of almost complete hopelessness. 
In January 2005, they were knocked out of the FA Cup atBurnley by a balletic 
own-goal from Djimi Traoré. They were badly adrift in the league and it seemed as 
if Rafa Benitez’s first season at Anfield might be his last. Five months later, they 
were champions of Europe. 
The rewards that might come Brendan Rodgers’ way in May will not be nearly as 
grand. Nevertheless, Burnley away might come to be seen as a turning point of 
sorts. By half time, Liverpool were being completely outplayed by a Burnley side 
who were employing so very much more than in-your-face football. Liverpool, in 
contrast, were sometimes desperately uncertain. 
Rodgers had been deploying the 3-4-3 formation he had come up with while 
spending a late night attempting to solve Liverpool’s chronic problems with injury 
and personnel. 
Turf Moor with steady, freezing rain cascading down from the Lancashire hills is 
no kind of place for experimental football and the formation that had enjoyed 
some success at Bournemouth in the League Cup and against Arsenal was being 
stretched to the very limit. 
Danny Ings had driven a shot against the foot of the post. Brad Jones had come 
off with a thigh injury shortly afterwards and his replacement Simon Mignolet, 
looked what he is; an out-of-form keeper. 
Once in the second half, he delayed his kick, allowed the ball to go out of play for 
a corner, which saw Michael Keane head into the side netting. Scott Arfield’s shot 
had deflected off Lucas Leiva’s boot and whistled past the post. 
As Sean Dyche walked off for the interval he would have known his side should 
have been in front and he would have suspected, too, that they might pay for not 
taking their chances. After the game, Dyche would talk of feeling like Burnley had  
had “our pockets pinched”. 
For Rodgers, the equation seemed simple. He surely had to accept that whatever 
formation Liverpool played, Mamadou Sakho is never going to become 
Alessandro Nesta and that he needed to abandon 3-4-3, use Alberto Moreno as a 
specialist left-back and probably throw on Rickie Lambert as a proper centre-
forward. 
He did no such thing. Kolo Touré was removed but in his place came Emre Can, 
who was known in the Bundesliga for many things but not for his prowess as a 
centre-half. The formation was maintained, Liverpool had one clear cut chance 
and Raheem Sterling took it. It was similar to the one-on-ones that had been 
squandered at Old Trafford earlier in the month and which had earned him the 
sting of so much criticism. Now, played in by Philippe Coutinho, he produced a 
sudden injection of pace, took the ball round Tom Heaton and scored. 
An hour later, sitting in the Burnley press room, Rodgers looked visibly taken 
aback when asked if Liverpool had been lucky. “Not at all,” he replied. “I thought 
we displayed some outstanding qualities when they were needed. They pressed 
us hard and made it difficult for us in the first half but, after the break, there was 
one clear chance, it came our way and we put it away.” 
This was Burnley’s first defeat at Turf Moor since Everton had won 3-1 here at the 
end of October. Then, Burnley were still searching for their first league win of the 
season. They were fighting, trying hard for each other and the crowd was 
passionate but they had been clearly marked for relegation on the very clear 
grounds of lack of ability. Now, despite this defeat, it does seem the Premier 
League might indeed possess three worse teams than Burnley, who face 
Manchester City on Sunday.  
“It is hard to get through 90 minutes and not encounter a quirk or a twist of fate,” 
was how Dyche reflected on a defeat that placed them back in the relegation 
zone. “But there is a big future in those kinds of performances and sometimes we 
will have to nick a result like that. We did at Stoke when we stood tall and the 
balls were booming in from everywhere but, considering the opposition, that was 
as well as we have played in my time at the club.” 
It was not enough. David Moyes, taking advantage of La Liga’s winter break, 
watched from the stands. He would know, more than anyone here, that in 
football moral victories count for nothing. 
Burnley (4-4-2): Heaton, Trippier, Shackell, Keane, Mee (Jutkiewicz, 93), Arfield, 
Jones (Wallace, 83), Marney, Boyd, Barnes (Vokes, 80), Ings. 
Liverpool (3-4-3): Jones (Mignolet, 16), Toure (Can, HT), Skrtel, Sakho, Henderson, 
Lucas, Gerrard, Markovic, Coutinho (Lambert, 73), Lallana, Sterling. 
Booked: 
Liverpool Lucas. 
Man of the match Ings. 
Match rating 6/10. 
Referee A Taylor (Greater Manchester). 
Attendance 21,335. 
1 of 111 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Raheem Sterling grabs crucial winner for Reds as Simon Mingolet makes 
his comeback in goal 
Raheem Sterling's second half strike ensured Liverpool managed their first league 
victory in four matches despite turning in a poor performance at struggling 
Burnley. 
This was supposed to be the match it all clicked into place for Brendan Rodgers' 
side, having put together a run of three decent performances which culminated in 
their dominance of the game if not the points against Arsenal last weekend. 
Nothing could have been further from the truth even though they won 1-0. And it 
was Burnley who found out what their opponents recently discovered - playing 
well does not necessarily guarantee results. 
Up until the last couple of weeks Liverpool had been neither playing well or 
getting results and it is high time they discovered how to get the job done. 
Last year they were top of the Premier League on Christmas Day having scored 
twice as many goals as this season after 17 matches. 
However, they lost at Manchester City on Boxing Day and by the turn of the year 
they were out of the top four. 
They began this match in their lowest position on this day since 1992-93, when 
they were also 10th, and their focus was on finding a way back into the 
Champions League reckoning. 
Their cause was not helped by injuries in the game to goalkeeper Brad Jones and 
Kolo Toure, the former handing the recently-dropped Simon Mignolet a route 
back into the team. 
Such is the Belgian's reputation, however, he was routinely teased and taunted by 
the home crowd and not all of that was unjustified in a 75-minute performance 
which did little to suggest the work and analysis Rodgers claims he has been doing 
at their Melwood training ground has benefited him at all. 
Liverpool could not assume the early control they did so completely against the 
Gunners but they also did not appear to be in that much trouble with Ings firing 
over early on after Lucas Leiva had dived into a challenge on Dean Marney and 
was easily side-stepped. 
Ings, whose four league goals was better than anything the visitors could boast, 
was a threat and when Martin Skrtel came out to attack a Burnley throw and 
missed, the striker rammed a shot against the post with Ashley Barnes ballooning 
over the rebound. 
That signalled the end for Jones as he was immediately substituted and it was as if 
Burnley sensed blood with the arrival of his out-of-form replacement. 
Mignolet's every touch was jeered and the ridicule only worsened when he drilled 
a clearance straight into Ings and scrambled to recover. 
Burnley swarmed forward with renewed encouragement: Barnes headed over, 
Scott Arfield's goalbound shot was prevented from creeping inside the post by the 
tips of Lucas' toes and both George Boyd and Marney threatened before the 
break. 
Mignolet's only minor victory saw him come off his line sharply to beat Barnes to 
the ball. 
By contrast Liverpool created just two chances with Philippe Coutinho and Adam 
Lallana shooting straight at Tom Heaton. 
Rodgers made a second substitution at the break, sending on midfielder Emre Can 
to play as the third centre-back, and while his introduction could in no way be 
described as influential Liverpool did stem the flow of what seemed almost 
constant pressure. 
But having failed to create anything resembling a genuine chance they took the 
lead out of nowhere just past the hour. 
Coutinho's lob sent Sterling clear and around goalkeeper Tom Heaton, rolling a 
shot past Burnley's despairing defenders trying to get back. 
However, the goal provided no sense of calmness or composure - mainly thanks 
to the unconvincing Mignolet who managed to save Arfield's angled shot with his 
legs having dived the wrong way anticipating a cross and then allowed a 
Mamadou Sakho back pass to roll out of play before he cleared it. 
The welcome sight of last season's 20-goal striker Sam Vokes making his first 
appearance since March after a cruciate knee ligament injury was some 
consolation for Burnley fans. 
 

http://www.independent.co.uk/topic/LiverpoolFC
http://www.independent.co.uk/topic/BurnleyFc
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Sterling seals away win for Reds 
Everybody knows the rate of robberies increases over the festive period. And Turf 
Moor witnessed another on Boxing Day. 
How else to describe the outrageous theft of three points by a completely out-of-
sorts Liverpool? 
Having almost fallen victim of a smash-and-grab raid against Arsenal on Sunday, 
the tables were turned as the Reds somehow escaped Burnley with a much-
needed victory. 
Brendan Rodgers, though, won't give a fig roll at the home side's hard luck story. 
This win ended a run of successive Boxing Day defeats for the Northern Irishman 
and ensured his insistence Liverpool can still compete for Champions League 
qualification retains credence. 
But, particularly during a dire first half, this was a real Christmas pudding of a 
performance. 
A poor second best and seemingly unable to string more than two passes 
together, it was only when Raheem Sterling struck in the 62 minute from a 
sumptuousPhilippe Coutinho pass the the visitors belatedly came to life. 
Until then, the return in goal of Simon Mignolet – replacing the stricken Brad 
Jones after just 16 minutes – had added to the unease prompted by Burnley's 
energetic showing. 
But the Clarets couldn't score, their waywardness in front of goal helping 
Liverpool to only a fifth Premier League clean sheet of the campaign. 
Rodgers will dwell on that positive, and the fact his team showed they can dig in 
for a win when not playing well, a prerequisite of any successful side and a trait 
sadly lacking from the Reds this season. 
Having scrapped to a dramatic late draw against Arsenal at the weekend, the 
Liverpool boss named an unchanged side for the first time since the 3-2 win over 
Manchester City in April. 
But if Rodgers hoped keeping faith with the same side would lead to some 
consistency, he was mistaken. 
Following the verve and vigour shown against Arsenal, the first half was more akin 
to the lacklustre showings that have dogged the Reds this season. 
True, they weren't helped Mignolet's enforced return between the sticks and 
demonstrating his spell on the sidelines has done little to help confidence, the 
home crowd lapping it up whenever the ball was at the feet of the nervy Belgian. 
Liverpool, though, were slow from the opening moments when Jordan Henderson 
failed to usher the ball out for a goal kick before a scramble in the area ultimately 
came to nothing. 
Indeed, at times their reluctance to venture too far forward was almost goading 
Burnley into scoring. 
That the hosts didn't was the only positive of the first half for the visitors, who did 
have their moments but too often chose the wrong option when presented a rare 
opportunity. 
One counter-attack gave Sterling the chance to release Coutinho but instead 
headed in the opposite direction before being hounded out. 
A Coutinho shot deflected into the arms of Burnley goalkeeper Tom Heaton while, 
later in the half, a fine Steven Gerrard pass released Adam Lallana who shot early 
at the grateful Heaton. 
But Sterling too often cut an isolated figure, Liverpool rarely able to commit many 
players beyond the halfway line and allowing Burnley a succession of openings. 
None were closer to breaking the deadlock than in the 15 minute, when a Martin 
Skrtel mistake allowed Danny Ings to shoot against the base of the post before 
Ashley Barnes struck the rebound well over. 
Ings was a constant menace. After Coutinho lost the ball and Lucas then missed a 
tackle, a Burnley break ended with Dean Marney crossing for Ings to head over. 
Before the interval, a corner was only cleared to Scott Arfield whose shot was 
destined for the bottom corner until diverted behind by the outstretched leg of 
Lucas. 
And with Burnley happily firing potshots at the shaken Mignolet, George Boyd 
was mere inches over with a thunderous shot. 
With Emre Can replacing Kolo Toure at the break and slotting in at right centre-
back, Liverpool began the second half with one recognised goalkeeper, two 
defenders and eight midfielders. 
Little wonder their performance remained so disjointed. 
So it was almost a crime against the run of the play when Liverpool went ahead 
on 62 minutes with an admittedly finely-worked goal. 
Coutinho, facing away from goal, hooked a brilliant pass through for Sterling, who 
kept his composure to dance around Heaton and sidefoot home with his left foot. 
It didn't change the pattern of play. Mignolet's legs saved a near-post shot from 
Arfield before the keeper took so long to line up a clearance the ball went out for 
a corner, the attack from which eventually saw Ben Mee head into the side-
netting. 
Coutinho's shot was deflected wide as the feeling began to spread among the 
home supporters and players this was not going to be their day. 
And so it proved. For Rodgers and Liverpool, this was a belated Christmas present. 
 

 

  
Raheem Sterling’s second half strike wrapped up the points for Liverpool as they 
edged past the Clarets in a Boxing Day clash in East Lancashire. 
The loss, Burnley’s ninth of the term, ensured they remained in the bottom three 
in the Premier League ahead of a tricky trip to face Manuel Pellegrini’s 
champions. 
The Clarets just couldn’t make pressure pay in the first half. 
Liverpool did have the ball in the net during a one minute applause for the 
recovering Clarke Carlisle, but Sterling was unable to ruin the moment in 
dedication for the one-time Turf Moor defender as the linesman’s flag was raised. 
Danny Ings, who couldn’t get the ball out of his legs early on to reward Scott 
Arfield’s endeavour, was full of life and almost found the top corner following 
clever work from Dean Marney in midfield, but his strike swung away from the 
upright. 
After Tom Heaton claimed Philippe Coutinho’s deflected effort, Ings thumped the 
foot of the post as space opened up on the edge of the box from Ben Mee’s 
throw-in. Brad Jones could only watch as his right hand upright was struck before 
Ashley Barnes blazed over from the rebound. 
At that point Liverpool boss Brendan Rodgers was forced to go back on his word. 
With Jones pulling a muscle, Simon Mignolet’s “indefinite” spell on the sidelines 
came to a premature conclusion. 
And his first contribution - striking the frame of Ings as he delayed a clearance 
from Mamadou Sakho’s back pass. 
The hosts were in complete control against the Champions League dropouts. As 
the volume inside the stadium rose, Sean Dyche’s side pressed harder. 
They almost reaped the rewards for that when George Boyd won the ball from 
Steven Gerrard on the halfway line, Barnes broke, offloaded to Dean Marney but 
the striker lifted a header over the bar from the midfielder’s centre. 
The visitors did create another opportunity when catching the Clarets overplaying 
in the centre of the park, but Heaton denied Adam Lallana from Gerrard’s incisive 
pass. 
As the home side’s momentum heightened, Scott Arfield looked to have found 
the aperture inside Mignolet’s post with a sweeping volley but Lucas Leiva 
fortuitously stuck out a toe to divert the attempt around the woodwork. 
And in the run up to the interval, Boyd flashed an effort over the bar after Barnes 
tussled aerially with Martin Skrtel while Marney lifted a shot in to the packed 
David Fishwick Stand. 
But Burnley’s lack of a Boxing Day punch was punished just after the hour as 
Sterling provided the knockout blow. 
A rare moment of invention led to Liverpool’s winner; Coutinho flicked 
instinctively in to the path of Sterling who ran off the shoulder of Jason Shackell to 
gain possession, round Heaton and roll the ball home for his first league goal since 
September. 
The home side continued to commit bodies forward, but without the conviction 
and merit of their first half display. 
Michael Keane towered above Sakho to meet Kieran Trippier’s back post cross, 
but the defender directed his header in to the side-netting as Mignolet scrambled 
to his post. 
Liverpool went close again when Coutinho wriggled mesmerically through David 
Jones, Arfield and Mee but his resulting shot was deflected wide of the near post. 
Substitute Rickie Lambert had a goal wiped out after replacing Coutinho in the 
73rd minute, prompting Dyche to ring the changes. 
The first saw striker Sam Vokes make his first appearance since March when 
replacing Barnes with 10 minutes remaining while Ross Wallace and Lukas 
Jutkiewicz followed at the expense of Jones and Mee respectively. 
Boyd sliced wide from Trippier’s precise pass infield as the clock ticked down 
before Sterling’s strike whistled beyond Heaton’s outstretched fingertips and the 
bar. 
Liverpool’s luck was in though as they were gifted a belated Christmas present. 
The Clarets now face Manchester City at the Etihad on December 28th. 
 

http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/all-about/liverpool-fc
http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/sport/football/match-reports/liverpool-2-arsenal-2---8327316
http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/all-about/brendan-rodgers
http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/all-about/raheem-sterling
http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/all-about/philippe-coutinho
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Raheem Sterling's sixth goal of the season earned Liverpool their first win in four 
Premier League games as Burnley paid for a string of missed chances. 
Danny Ings hit the post from distance, with Ashley Barnes firing the rebound over 
as the Clarets dominated. 
Scott Arfield went close, before Sterling rounded Tom Heaton following Philippe 
Coutinho's clever flick. 
Liverpool keeper Brad Jones was forced off with a thigh injury and substitute 
Simon Mignolet was far from convincing. 
Liverpool climb to ninth in the Premier League. 
Yet they remain a shadow of the side that went into last season's Christmas 
programme on top of the Premier League. 
This was an uncomfortable afternoon for Brendan Rodgers's side, who were poor 
for long periods. 
In contrast, Burnley, who drop to 19th, were dominant and showed great heart 
and desire. 
But their inability to take chances cost them dear and they face starting 2015 in 
the relegation zone unless they can pull off one of the surprises of the season at 
Manchester City on Sunday. 
Liverpool might have finished on a high in their previous outing against 
Arsenal but they were fortunate not to fall behind early in east Lancashire. 
Ings hit the woodwork with a low 25-yard drive after spinning into space with 
Jones rooted to his line, Barnes blazing the rebound over from close range. 
Moments later Jones was forced off with a suspected thigh problem, paving the 
way for Mignolet's return to action just two weeks after Rodgers said the 26-year-
old had been dropped "indefinitely". 
Yet the Belgian was fortunate to escape unpunished as Ings charged down a kick 
by the substitute keeper before the hosts carved out a succession of chances. 
Liverpool were relieved to be on level terms at the interval, with Burnley 
dominant in every aspect. 
But the Clarets have struggled for goals this season. 
First Barnes fired narrowly over the bar, before Arfield's shot deflected off Lucas 
and whistled narrowly wide. George Boyd then went close from 20-yards. 
Yet Liverpool secured the points when Coutinho lofted a ball into Sterling's path, 
the forward rounding the keeper to score. 
Still Burnley threatened. 
Mignolet took too long to clear the ball, with Michael Keane heading a good 
chance into the side netting from the resulting corner. 
Forward Sam Vokes, who suffered cruciate knee ligament damage in March, 
made his first appearance of the season as a substitute. 
But Burnley were unable to force an equaliser as Liverpool secured only their fifth 
league clean sheet of the season. 
Burnley manager Sean Dyche: "We had our pocket pinched today with how they 
got away with a win. 
"It is as well as we have played, considering the opposition, since I have been at 
the club. 
"If not totally dominant, we were very dominant. The challenge is not just to be 
excellent but to win." 
Liverpool manager Brendan Rodgers: "We had to show a different side to us, 
different types of qualities to what we showed against Arsenal and Bournemouth. 
"We didn't play too well in the first half but we defended well, got our blocks in, 
stopped crosses and it didn't come into the box. 
"I thought in terms of our character and resilience in the game we showed 
outstanding qualities when needed. 
"There weren't many chances but the one clear one that came to us we put it 
away. We deserved three points for the character we showed." 
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/30467742
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/30467742
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/30471299
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Full time Match ends, Burnley 0, Liverpool 1. 
90:00+3:30Full time Second Half ends, Burnley 0, Liverpool 1. 
90:00+2:24Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Burnley. Lukas Jutkiewicz replaces Ben 
Mee. 
89:27 Corner, Burnley. Conceded by Emre Can. 
88:00 Attempt missed. Raheem Sterling (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box is too high. Assisted by Rickie Lambert. 
87:18 Attempt missed. George Boyd (Burnley right footed shot from outside the box 
misses to the right. Assisted by Kieran Trippier. 
86:09 Foul by Raheem Sterling (Liverpool. 
86:09 Dean Marney (Burnley wins a free kick on the right wing. 
82:23Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Burnley. Ross Wallace replaces David Jones. 
81:55Booking Lucas Leiva (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
81:50 Foul by Lucas Leiva (Liverpool. 
81:50 Scott Arfield (Burnley wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
81:44 Attempt blocked. Adam Lallana (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Raheem Sterling. 
81:14 Raheem Sterling (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
81:14 Foul by Danny Ings (Burnley. 
80:42 Offside, Liverpool. Lucas Leiva tries a through ball, but Rickie Lambert is caught 
offside. 
79:04Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Burnley. Sam Vokes replaces Ashley Barnes. 
78:38 Attempt missed. Ben Mee (Burnley left footed shot from outside the box is too 
high following a corner. 
78:17 Attempt blocked. Scott Arfield (Burnley left footed shot from the right side of the 
box is blocked. 
77:49 Corner, Burnley. Conceded by Lazar Markovic. 
76:40 Attempt missed. Danny Ings (Burnley left footed shot from outside the box misses 
to the left. Assisted by George Boyd with a headed pass. 
74:18 Offside, Liverpool. Steven Gerrard tries a through ball, but Rickie Lambert is 
caught offside. 
72:55Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Liverpool. Rickie Lambert replaces Philippe 
Coutinho. 
71:09 Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Tom Heaton. 
71:08 Attempt blocked. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Steven Gerrard. 
70:38 Attempt blocked. Lazar Markovic (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. 
67:16 Attempt missed. Michael Keane (Burnley header from the right side of the six yard 
box is close, but misses to the right. Assisted by Kieran Trippier with a cross following a 
corner. 
66:48 Corner, Burnley. Conceded by Mamadou Sakho. 
65:16 Hand ball by Ashley Barnes (Burnley. 
64:34 Corner, Burnley. Conceded by Emre Can. 
64:10 Corner, Burnley. Conceded by Emre Can. 
63:01 Corner, Burnley. Conceded by Mamadou Sakho. 
63:00 Attempt blocked. George Boyd (Burnley left footed shot from the right side of the 
box is blocked. 
61:33Goal scored Goal!Goal! Burnley 0, Liverpool 1. Raheem Sterling (Liverpool left 
footed shot from the centre of the box to the bottom left corner. Assisted by Philippe 
Coutinho with a through ball. 
57:45 Attempt blocked. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Steven Gerrard. 
52:21 Offside, Liverpool. Raheem Sterling tries a through ball, but Philippe Coutinho is 
caught offside. 
52:13 Hand ball by David Jones (Burnley. 
47:50 Foul by Ben Mee (Burnley. 
47:50 Raheem Sterling (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
45:56 Kieran Trippier (Burnley. 
45:56 Lazar Markovic (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
45:00 Second Half begins Burnley 0, Liverpool 0. 
45:00Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Liverpool. Emre Can replaces Kolo Touré. 
45:00+1:01Half time First Half ends, Burnley 0, Liverpool 0. 
44:09 Attempt missed. Dean Marney (Burnley left footed shot from outside the box is 
just a bit too high. Assisted by George Boyd. 
40:26 Attempt missed. Ashley Barnes (Burnley right footed shot from outside the box is 
close, but misses to the left. Assisted by George Boyd. 
38:16 Attempt missed. George Boyd (Burnley left footed shot from outside the box is 
just a bit too high. 
37:37 Foul by Kieran Trippier (Burnley. 
37:37 Raheem Sterling (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
35:54 Attempt missed. Michael Keane (Burnley right footed shot from the centre of the 
box is just a bit too high. Assisted by Jason Shackell with a headed pass. 
35:28 Corner, Burnley. Conceded by Lucas Leiva. 
35:24 Attempt blocked. Scott Arfield (Burnley right footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. 
34:59 Corner, Burnley. Conceded by Steven Gerrard. 
29:07 Attempt saved. Adam Lallana (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Steven Gerrard with a through ball. 
24:09 Attempt blocked. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool left footed shot from the right side 
of the box is blocked. Assisted by Steven Gerrard with a cross. 
23:37 Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Kieran Trippier. 
21:36 Attempt missed. Ashley Barnes (Burnley header from the centre of the box is just 
a bit too high. Assisted by Dean Marney with a cross. 
16:48 Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 

 
 
16:48 Foul by David Jones (Burnley. 
15:55Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Liverpool. Simon Mignolet replaces Bradley 
Jones because of an injury. 
14:37 Foul by Adam Lallana (Liverpool. 
14:37 Kieran Trippier (Burnley wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
13:52 Attempt missed. Ashley Barnes (Burnley right footed shot from the left side of the 
box is high and wide to the right. 
13:50 Danny Ings (Burnley hits the left post with a right footed shot from outside the 
box. 
13:11 Attempt saved. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box is saved in the bottom right corner. Assisted by Raheem Sterling. 
9:56 Attempt missed. Danny Ings (Burnley left footed shot from outside the box is high 
and wide to the left. Assisted by Dean Marney. 
9:20 George Boyd (Burnley wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
9:20 Foul by Lucas Leiva (Liverpool. 
5:39 Offside, Liverpool. Philippe Coutinho tries a through ball, but Raheem Sterling is 
caught offside. 
4:38 Attempt missed. Raheem Sterling (Liverpool left footed shot from the left side of 
the box misses to the right. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
4:27 Attempt blocked. Dean Marney (Burnley right footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. Assisted by George Boyd. 
0:46 Jason Shackell (Burnley wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
0:46 Foul by Raheem Sterling (Liverpool. 
0:00 First Half begins. 
0:00 Lineups are announced and players are warming up. 

 


